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^ BUT I WAS TWERE FIRST/ ^\
I, SIR CHRISTOPHER HUDSON/)
NOBODy MAS BELIEVED My S

CLAIM, SO I GOT ON THIS QUIZ J
PROGRAM TDTEU THE WORLD 1

THE TRUTH .' AND HOT QNLV /
,:,m i discover the worth
POLE, BUT I MADE ALL THE'

GTH6B IMPORTANT DISCOVERIES J

IN Hl&lCR% TOO/

I KNOW WHAT YOU'RE ALLTHINWWG/ BUT yOU SEE,

I AM FIVE HUNDRED VEAR5 OLD.' I WAS BORN
IN 1+50/ WHEN I WAS A yOUNS /MAN I

55- FOUND THE FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH,
SO I'VE KEPT ON UVIN© AND MAKING

ALL THOSE GREAT DISCOVERIES
SINCE
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LATER, AFTER THE CRIMINALS ARE JAILED..-

WHEW/ I'M

6LAD THAT'S
OVER/ 1

NEVER AGAIN
PLAy THE PART

WE GIVE YOU— JONG.' MASTER JT AND My TRUE NAME, '

DETECTIVE / A NEW 5ERIES OF ~W HENNlNSWHEy, WILL NEVER I

TRUE CRIME CASES/ JONS/ THEf BE KNOWN, BECAUSE JONS i
HUMAN BLOODHOUND /JONG/ ,

THE GREATEST DETECTIVE
OH EARTH

/

IS MOT A FICTIONAL CHAR-
ACTER—AS FAR AS THE
UNDERWORLD KNOWS /

"

'PLAN WORKED
TOO WELL /
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WANDERERS OF SPACE
A Jon Jttrl Adventure

By Eundo Binder C

,|T was while Lieutenant Jon Jarl of the
* Space Police was patroling past the
that he suddenly glimpsed the strange ship.

Two things immediately told him that it was
an unusual event. First, though motivated by
normal rocket power, the ship was far huger
than any space ship known in the solar system.
In fact, it was no less than a mile long!
Secondly, the ship was coming in from the

direction of the star Proxima Centauri, and at

a blazing speed, which meant it must have been
traveling in the wide open spaces between suns.

"In other words," Jon muttered to himself,
stunned, "it's not just an interplanetary ship

—

it's an interstellar ship from another star: Are
they explorers, visitors or raiders?"

The ship shot by so fast that Jon lost sight

of it before he could spin his own ship and
pursue. He tried radio contact, but space static

ruined that. Piling on speed, and heading in the
same direction, Jon sped after the alien ship,

but it was- not until close to Earth that he
finally caught up with it.

The unknown ship was already spiraling

down for a landing. It chose the great empty
reaches of the Sahara Desert because there was
plenty of land for settling. Jon followed closely,

but cautiously, and landed his small ship be-
hind a sand dune. He then approached on foot.

Huddling behind a sand dune, Jon saw an
amazing sight unfold in the next hour. Without
delay, huge doors opened in the giant ship,

and its passengers swarmed out, thousands of
them. Soon there was a rumble of machinery
as other things were unloaded. A huge pile of
boxes and crates of all shapes and sizes grew
on the desert sand.

Jon gasped. "Sizzling comets!" he breathed.

|"Why, it's exactly as if they planned to stay

here, on Earth! The whole thing looks like a
group of. homesteaders ready to settle down
for good !"

Jon debated for a moment. Should he go back
to his ship and radio headquarters? Or should
he approach these mysterious settlers and find

ht be dangerous, in

case they were savage and hostiU beings . . .

Jon shrugged. Consumed with curiosity, he
unanimously voted with himself to make con-
tact with the aljens.

As he walked closer over the hot sands, Jon
wondered what kind of creatures they would

' be. The heat haze had obscured his vision, and
he could not tell, as yet. They seemed to be
upright creatures on two legs. But many races
on other planets had two legs—plus four arms,
or two heads, or tails. What Strang* sort of
monster would these turn out to b«?
Jon stopped short, as ff his breath had b«*n

knocked out. They were human beings.

"I don't get it !" Jon muttered. "A ship cmims
all the way from another star, trillions of ullM
from Earth, and the people who step out ara

exactly like Earth people- Did evolution pro-
duce two races of biological specimens exactly
alike, on two different worlds?"

Meanwhile, Jon's appoaching figure had b*«a
seen. A body of men waited grimly for him
with drawn ray guns, as If uncertain whethts
he was friend or foe. Jon raised his arm in a

peace gesture. The men relaxed.

But suddenly cries and gasps came from all

their throats as they caught a full glimpse of

Jon. They pointed in utter astonishment at him,

as if not believing their eyes.

Jon grinned. "Just as much a shock to them,
finding me to be a human being! They un-
doubtly expected to see some monstrosity. I

think with my telepathy-translator on, I should

be able to talk to them."

The ingenious telepathy-translator instantly

translates any thoughts or words into any alien

language, and vice versa. "Greetings!" said Jon.
"Yd- \ fr< :i?"

"Yes," added n, stepping forward.

He was blonde and tall. "But—but how can
you people of this planet be so much like us?"

ou the same thing,"

got us both stump**!,

on worked tht same

Jon gri
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on beta our worlds, producing similar life form*
But lb* big question is—what are you doing
on our world?"

Th« man hesitated, glancing worriedly at
Jiis companions. But then he squared his
shoulders and faced Jon, half defiantly, half
pleadingly. "We have come to live on your
world!" h« said. His face went sad and grim.
"Our home world, a planet revolving around
Proxirna Centauri, just exploded! All the rest
of our 'people died, millions of them. It was
horrible! Only a few thousand of us had
enough warning of the coming disaster to es-
cape in this ship. We came to your sun and
planets because they are the closest to us. And
we picked Earth because it looks so much like
our . . . our home world."

Jon was instantly .sympathetic, seeing the
deep horror in their eyes. They had seen their
whole world burst into extinction behind them.
They had been wandering through space for
a long time, seeking a new home, not knowing
if they would ever find one. And now . . .

The man's face was pitifully eager. "Can we
stay on your world—please ? All we ask is this
desert to live in. Our science can transform tha
hot sands into a cool oasis. We won't bother
your people. We just want this little spot to
live in. Can we . , . stay?'

r

Jon wanted to say yes. He wanted to shout
tt, and welcome these homeless wanderers of
space. But he knew it would not be that easy.
It was not for him to decide. The matter would
hsv« to be presented to the Earth Federation
Government for their official sanction.

Jon went back to his ship and radioed head-
quarters. Within an hour a rocket ship landed
*nd a grim-faced man stepped out. He appeared
to be the official sent by the Federation, but
Jon wondered why he wore such a cold ex-
pression. Jon soon found out as the official

spoke in a harsh voice. *

"The .Earth Federation is sorry, but it can-
not allow any unauthorized people from an-
other star to settle here on Earth. The visitors
from Proxirna Centauri must leave immedi-
ately I" ,

Jon was stunned at the heartless brutality
of it. "But they have no other place to go!" he
burst out. "I gave you their story, how their
home world was destroyed. Are you going to
send them off packing, into space again? To
their death?"

The official shrugged. "I am only carrying
out the Earth Federation's commands. If the
visitors do not leave, our warships will com*
here and open fire on them!"
Jon choked and turned away, seeing argu-

ment was useless. The wanderers gave up silent-
ly, in the face of such hostility, and began
packing all the material back into their ship
with hopeless faces, Jon was bitter against his

ewn government for its unkind decision,

"Where will you go?" he asked.

A man shrugged. "Out into space again. Fata
has been cruel to us before, like this. We did
not originate on Proxirna Centauri, you know.
Ancient records of our people indicate that we
came from some other star and planet, and
that world too was destroyed. The records are
vague, but the land sank beneath the sea
and . .

"What?" Jon yelled suddenly. "The land
sank? This may be utterly mad, but let me see
those records. Hurry 1"

In the ship, a small library of books had
been saved and brought along. Jon looked
through ancient parchment records and gave a
yelp of joy. He raced up to the official and
yelled, "These people are staying! Not only
have they the perfect right to stay on Earth,
but they would have the right, if they wished,
to send you and me away!"
The official stared dumbfounded. "What do

you mean?"
"1 mean they have a prior claim to Earth,"

Jon snapped back. "The ancestors of these
people lived on Earth itself, 25,000 years agol
A great catastrophe drove them away from
Earth and they migrated to Proxirna Centauri.
And now a great catastrophe has driven them
back to their home world, without their even
knowing it 1"

Jon showed the records as proof, to the
official—who suddenly drew a ray gun, snarl-
ing. "They're going—or else't" he rasped.

Utterly amazed for a moment, Jon recovered
and drew his own ray gun swiftly. At the same I

time, he kicked sand up with his toe, spoiling
|

the other man's aim as he shot. Then Jon clipped
him on the chin and disarmed him.

"Now talk!" Jon snapped. "You're no govern-
ment official, but an imposter! I should have
known. Why were you so anxious to drive I

these people away?"

THE man was crestfallen and defeated. I

"Because I just discovered a big cache of S

space pirate's loot here in the desert, and I i

wanted to cash in on it myself, instead of
j

turning it in to the government. If these people
stayed, I knew a bunch of government people
would soon be here, so I tried to trick them

f
into leaving!"

Soon after, the real government ship arrived,
;

and the officials welcomed the wanderers to
stay on Earth.

Jon grinned wryly, showing the ancient rec- I

ords. "You know, it's we who should be asking L

them if we can stay! Their ancestors lived on I

Earth ages ago, for this is the record of—
|

the sinking of Atlantis!"

THE END
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QUICKLY CAPTAIN MARVEL SPEEDS BACK
WITH A LONG STEEL CABLE/

THE WORLD'S M1&HTIEST MORTAL CARRIES HIS
TREMENDOUS BURDEN AS EASILY AS A FEATHER/
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